unknown by unknown
a forward genetic approach to study the regulatory mechan-
isms of VEG evolution. Two complementation groups, ped-5
and ped-6, specifically regulate the programmed cell death of
P3.p and P4.p. and were shown to encode homologs of
Drosophila Hairy and Groucho. We have shown that Hairy/
Groucho act by regulating the HOX gene lin-39, which
specifies the VEG (Schlager et al., 2006). More recently we
have isolated mutants that change the specialized cell fate of
the posterior cell P8.p. One of these mutants represents a
novel multivulva phenotype unknown from C. elegans or
previously known mutants in P. pacificus. We will describe
the molecular network regulating P. pacificus vulva formation
and will provide insight into the evolutionary modifications of
developmental processes, as exemplified by the nematode
vulva.
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Where developmental biology meets evolution: Extensive
pleitropy and temperature plasticity for Drosophila
developmental time genes
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Understanding the genetic architecture of any complex trait
requires, first and foremost, the identification of the set of genes
that contribute to the manifestation of the trait. This task can be
achieved by means of mutagenesis screens. The time to reach
the reproductive age is a quantitative complex and adaptive trait
commonly known as developmental time (DT). We performed a
screen of 179 co-isogenic single p[GT1]-element insertion lines
to identify novel genes involved in the genetic architecture of
DT in the model organism Drosophila melanogaster. About
65% of the lines differed significantly from a control line
suggesting that the number of genes that affects DT is large. The
candidate genes involved in the trait include a wide range of
molecular functional categories, such as transcriptional reg-
ulators, signaling molecules and housekeeping components
related to cellular metabolism. This diversity of gene-ontologies
evince a complex genetic architecture. Finally, a subset of 45
lines selected at random was also screened at a different
developmental temperature. The significant line by temperature
interaction observed opens an excellent opportunity to study the
genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity. In this sense, our results
allowed to identify an important number of genes involved in a






Evolutionary constraint on Otx2-neuroectoderm
enhancers: Deep conservation from skate to mouse and
unique divergence in teleost
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Otx2 is a paired-type homeobox gene that plays essential
roles in each step and site of head development in vertebrates.
Its expression in the anterior neuroectoderm is regulated
primarily by two distinct enhancers: AN and FM enhancers at
92 kb and 75 kb 5′of the Otx2 locus, respectively. The AN
enhancer has activity at headfold and early somite stages, while
the FM enhancer at subsequent stages. Enhancer mutants in
mouse indicated that the Otx2 expression under these enhancers
is essential to the brain development. In tetrapods both AN and
FM enhancers are conserved while the AN region is missing in
teleosts; in zebrafish and fugu, FM regions also derive ex-
pression at headfold and early somite stages. The analysis of
coelacanth and skate genomic Otx2 orthologues suggests that
the utilization of the two enhancers, AN and FM, is an ancestral
condition. In contrast, the AN enhancer has been specifically
lost in the teleost lineage with a compensatory establishment of
AN activity within the FM enhancer. Furthermore, the AN
activity in the fish FM enhancer was established by recruiting
upstream factors different from those that direct the tetrapod AN
enhancer; yet zebrafish FM enhancer is active in both mouse
and zebrafish anterior neuroectoderm at the headfold stage.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.03.335
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Evolution of Hox PG2 gene function in teleosts
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Baltzinger et al. (2005) hypothesized that the selector
activity of Hox paralog group 2 (Hox PG2) genes as
determinants of second pharyngeal arch (PA2) identity requires
their continuous expression beginning when neural crest cells
first populate the arch until the onset of chondrogenesis. This
hypothesis has been supported by genetic experiments in
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